
EDUCATION

SKILLS

PERSONALITY

LANGUAGES

SYLWIA
HOŁDA
Facebook
blizejzwierzat

Instagram
blizej.zwierzat

WWW
http://blizejzwierzat.wixsite.com/blog

Youtube
Bliżej Zwierząt

EXPERIENCE

Contact

+48 500 508 299

huntkaa@gmail.com

Date of Birth

03.05.1995

09.2008 - 04.2014

Secondary School of Fine Arts in Lublin
Graphic designer

10.2014 - 06.2019

University of Life Sciences in Lublin
Master of Animal Behavior - graduate with honors

CPR for animals.

Driver license cat. B.

Ability in teamwork.

Ability in working under time pressure and stressful conditions.

Ability in full commitment on my duties.

Ability to care for younglings mammals and chicks.

Insightful observation and analysis of animal behavior.

The desire of development

Communicative

Creative

Diligence

Polish      

English    

08.2013 - 12.2013

Foundation "Lubelski Animals"
Volunteer
Taking dogs for walks, cleaning cat litter boxes, helping with
adoptions in animal shelters, assistance in collecting money and
stuff for pets.

03.2013 - 04.2017

Petsitter
Petsitter
Taking care of pets.

07.2015 - 11.2015

VETIKA health center for accompanying and wild animals 
Volunteer
Taking care for wild animals. Cleaning cages and feeding sick
animals and feeding birds.

02.2015 - 07.2016

Animals shelter
Volunteer coordinator
Organization of promotional events, assistance with taking care
for dogs, taming and socialization of dogs, visits at vets, promotion
of adoption, conducting educational activities for children and
youth.

08.2016 - 10.2016

Municipal Park and Zoological Garden in Krakow
Trainee
Working in 4 different sections: ungulates; predatory animals;
exotarium and monkeys with birds.
Cleaning enclosures, preparing food for animals, helping animal
keepers with their daily duties. Learning about zooparks, animal
keepers job and wildlife protection.

08.2015 - 12.2016

Foundation "EX LEGE"
Volunteer
Helping with adoptions, and running of temporary shelter for
animals.

12.2016 - 05.2017

VIVA! for rodents
Volunteer
Helping with adoptions, and running of temporary shelter for

http://blizejzwierzat.wixsite.com/blog


COURSES AND CERTIFICATE
- Petsitter course.
- Conference "Wild animals among us. Welfare of wild animals,
rehabilitations and ethical procedures".
- Workshops "GaSa – Relax massage for dogs".
- Course about Dogs' Agression. 
- Course about Working with dogs in animal shelter. 
- Dog behaviour course. Timid dog, hyperactive dog. 
- CPR for animals course. 
- Training for persons performing activities related to the use of
animals for scientific or educational purposes.
- Distinction for outstanding achievements and work in a student
scientific club.
- Distinction for master's thesis.
- Distinction for engineer's thesis.
- The Fundamentals of Digital Marketing - Google Course.
Certificate ID: JWL 5DT GWB.
- Sales on social media course. Udemy Certificate Number: UC-
cc9672fe-0f8d-4256-9c8d-079d3daf5800.

HOBBIES


Personal

development


Wild animals


Zoodietetics


Hitchhikking


Protection of
endangered

species


Ecology


Philosophy of
Zero Waste


Animal behaviour


Indigenous

cultures

06.2017 - 08.2017

Park of wild animals in Kadzidlow
Trainee
Taking care of wild animals. Upbringing younglings and chicks.
Tracking and observing wild animals in their natural habitats. 

05.2017 - 12.2017

DinoAnimals
Publicist
Writing articles about animals, mainly about their behaviour.

09.2018 - 09.2018

Wildlife Friends Foundation Thailand
Volunteer
1 week at Wildlife Rescue Center and 3 weeks at Elephant
Refuge. Taking care of wild animals, cleaning enclousers,
preparing food for animals, collecting banana trees for elephants,
preparing environmental enrichment.

10.2019 - 11.2019

SAVE Foundation; Endangered Species
Volunteer
saving data;
observing wild animals from truck;
watching animals from hiding;
analysing animal behaviour;
analysing wild animals protection systems;
hiking in bush and analysing animal tracks;
analysis of migrations and position of animal herds;
daily monitoring of protected animals and monitoring their
condition;
checking photo traps.

I agree that my personal data will be processed in order to recruit for the position I am applying for.
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